Burnham Park Futsal Courts
2019 Sponsor A Square Campaign Donors & Partners

100 Squad Futsal Team
5Wise Workshop
Abacus Architects
Adam Carr
Adrian Sanchez
Ahlgren Family
Alejandro Sanchez
Amanda Berndt
Anonymous
Anonymous
Baylor Rentals LLC
BelAir Cantina, Fuel Cafe, Comet Cafe
Bree Spencer
Brian Weber Stefans Soccer
Carmen High School of Science and Technology Students
Cathleen Kelling
Cesar Castillo Stefans Soccer
Cheryl Dominski Stefans Soccer
Chris & Lori Gramling
Chris Hill
Christopher Russo
City of Milwaukee – Neighborhood Improvement Development Corporation
Community Insurance Information Center
Craig Nowakowski
Dan Maldonado
Daniel Adams
Dr. Patricia Hoben
Dustin Aubert
Edisson Orozco
Erin Frederick
Fabiola Ramirez
Fernando Mandujano
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Burnham Block, Inc.
Gisela Ortega
Hector Perez Laboy
Ignacio Sandoval
In Honor Of Awesome staff of LBWN
In Honor Of Ben Pawelski
In Honor Of Brady and Ellie Feltz
In Honor Of Chet Elliott
In Honor Of Corey Zetts
In Honor Of Dan & Dave Adams
In Honor Of Kitty L
In honor of LBWN and it’s Staff
In Honor Of LBWN staff!
In Honor Of School Sisters of St. Francis
In honor of people who scale fences to play the sport they love
In Honor Of The US Women’s National Team!
In memory of Beto Villarreal
J.B. Sivanich
Janis Meinke
Jeff & Pa Sponcia
Jennifer Manna
Jeramey Jannene
Jessica Guzman
Joel Haubrich
John Burke
Jon and Kristine Schedler
Jon C. Donahue
Jonatan Zúñiga
Jonl and Mikel
Jorian Giorno
Josh Ehr
Josiah Werning
Juan Alcantara
Julie Fain
Justin Bielinski
Karen Higgins
Katie Sanders
Kevin Alexander
Kristin Otero
Kristina Rich
Landmark Credit Union
Leo Ries
Luis Arturo Muñoz Mercado
M.I.A (Movimiento de Inmigrantes en Accion)
Mara and RJ Nowak
Maria Carmona
Maritza Ugarte
Mark Medrek
Mary Reyes-Perez
Melitta S. and Joan M. Pick Charitable Trust
Mike Mervis
MKE Rec (a division of Milwaukee Public Schools)
Nadia Vogt
Natanael & Shaba Martinez
Patricia Hershey
Patrick Schrank
Perfecto Rivera
Ramon Rodriguez
RAMZ General Construction LLC
Ranell Washington
Raul Villagomez
Renee Foti
Ruby Jara
Ryan Aubert
S. Regina Pacis
Sam Leichtling
Samantha Haas
School Sisters of St. Francis Sponsorship Services
Sixteen Street Community Health Centers
Stefans Soccer
Street Dreams Soccer Academy
Summit Credit Union
Tomas Sanchez
Urban Ecology Center Staff (Menomonee Valley)
Vinicius Cruz DaSilva
Watts Advisory - Carmen Southeast
Wayne Rokicki
Zilber Family Foundation